Computer
Seriesll General-Purpose
Systems:Designedfor lmProved
Throughputand Reliability
A larger,fastermemorysystemwith errorcorrectionand
an expandedinerrorlogging,afastercentralprocessor,
structionset,and a moreefficientoperatingsysfemare the
advances.Benchmarkstudiesratethe
majortechnological
newHP 3000Seriesll ComputerSystemsatfwotofourfimes
the throughputof earlierversions,
by LeonardE. Shar
IKE EARLIERVERSIONSOF THE HP 3000Computer System,l the new HP 3000 SeriesII is a virtual-memory, multilingual, multiprogramming computer system capableof performing batch operations
and multiple-terminal on-Iine functions simultaneously. The SeriesII has the samebasic architecture and inpuUoutput hardware as its predecessors,
and software compatibility has been preserved' Virtually everything else is new.
To the user, the principal difference is in performance. Overall throughput has increasedby a factor
of two to four for a "typical" iob mix, and some programs have run as much as ten times faster (seepage
14).A largermain memory addressspaceis the reason
for most of the performanceimprovement, but there
are also operating system enhancements,added instructions, firmware improvements, and some hardware changes.
SeriesII main memory is all semiconductor,based
on 18-pin 4K RAM chips. An unusual featureis a new
fault control systemthat detectsand correctsmemory
errorswith no reduction in speed.3000 SeriesII machines automatically log each error corrected along
with the identity of the component that caused it.
Failing parts can be weeded out of the systemto minimize future errors and assurecontinuous operation'
Thus the Series II is expected to be much more reliable than earlier systems.
There are three compatible models in Series II,
ranging from the basic Model s to the highest-performance Model 9 (Fig. 1). Model 7 is intermediate in
performanceand cost. All three models can compile
ind executeprogramswritten in any or all of five languages:SPL, RPG,COBOL,BASIC, and FORTRAN.
About the HP 3000
To understand what's been done in the new Series
II, it's helpful to have someknowledge of HP 3000 arP rn t e d r n U S . A

chitecture. Here is a brief review.
There are two principal modes of operation of the
CPU. "User" mode is one in which all operationsperformed are strictly checkedby the hardware to ensure
that only the user's own data may be accessed.Any
code executedin user mode is completely safein the
sensethat it cannot affectthe operation of other users
or of the Multiprogramming Executive operating
system(MPE).The other mode, called "privileged",
is reserved for the operating system only and bypassesall the checking normally performed by the
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Fig. 1. Model 9, the largest HP
3000 Sefles i/ system. nas fhe
capabilitiesof a small-to-medrum
full-scale general-purpose computer, but is much lower tn cost.
It can meet the needs of latger
c a m m e r i c a lo r s c t e n t i f i cu s e r s .
Model 7, a smallersyslem, ls es
pecially approprratefor users of
small business computers who
want to move upwards to on-line
data base management.Model 5.
the smallestSeries// syste,rn,is a
/ow-coslterm tnal-ortented system
that also does concurrent batch
process/n9.

hardware.
M e m o r y i s l o g i c a l l y d i v i d e d i n t o v a r i a b l e - s i z es e g ments either of code (which cannotbe modified) or of
data. The complete set of all such segments known to
the system constitutes the virtual memory. All segm e n t s r e s i d e o n d i s c s t o r a g eu n t i l r e q u i r e d i n m a i n
memory. To execute code or accessdata, the relevant
s e g m e n tm u s t b e p r e s e n t i n m a i n m e m o r y ( s o m e t i m e s
called real memory). Whenever a segment is referenced the hardware checks to see whether it is in
main memory; if it is not, the operating system is invoked to bring it in. Thus the management of the virtual memory is totally automatic and transparent to
the user, and the system can reference a virtual
memory space far larger than the real memory available.
Each user has a data stack that resides in a data segment with a maximum size of 32,768 16-bit words.
Only 15 bits of address are required to locate any one
of these words. The use of all to bits for indirect addressing and the 16-bit index register facilitate addressing to the byte level. All addressing is relative to
a set of registers set up automatically by the operating
system for each user prior to execution. Fig. 2 shows
this register structure.
Registers DL and Z delineate the area of data that the
user may access.Direct access(indexed or not) can be
relative to one of three other registers, DB , Q, or S. All
indirect accessis relative to DB, the data baseregister.
The different addressing modes are a natural extention of the different types of variables used in a pro-

gram, and are automatically chosen in the most convenient way by the compilers so the user need not
know of their existence.
Two registers, PB and PL, delineate the particular
code segment being executed by the user. A third register, P, is the program counter and may be considered to point to the next instruction to be executed,
although this is not strictly true in general because of
instruction look-ahead in the CPU. The hardware
does not allow an instruction to be fetched outside the
code segment, that is, outside the range PB to PL. The
only way to access another code segment is to call a
procedure in that segment. This is done via the pcRr,
instruction, which sets up new values in the PB, PL,
and P registers. These values are derived from tables
maintained by and accessible only to MPE.
A user cannot access anything outside the area of
memory that MPE has set aside for him. Furthermore,
every accessto memory is addressedrelative to one or
more of the registers controlled solely by MPE. The
user does have control over certain local data registers, such as the index register, as well as implicit
control over the top-of-stack registers, which are invisible to the code. These local registers and the environment registers are saved automatically by the
hardware when the user is interrupted. Therefore the
user can be stopped at any time and his data and/or
code areas can be moved to another location in
memory without any effect on the user. Thus a user
cannot find out about anything outside his areas (except what he can get from special carefully protected

Flg.2, Basic HP 3000 registet structure. Memory is divided
into variable-sizesegments of code and data. DL, DB, Z, Q,
S, PB, PL, and P are registers that delineate various areas of
the code and data segments.

procedures in MPE); in particular, he is unaware of
his physical location in memory or even the size of
real memory on his system.However, the size of real
memory has a significant effecton overall throughput
and the responsetime observedby the user.
ExpandingMemory
In increasing the availablereal memory on the system, the major constraint was that all user code that
previously ran on the HP 3000 would have to run on
the expandedmemory system;at most recompilation
could be required in some cases.All current users
would then be able to upgrade their systemswithout
difficulty, and it would still be possible to use the
large quantity of software already developed.To fulfill this requirement it was essential that all user
mode instructions have the identical effect on the
user's data on both machines; this precluded any
change to the addressingmodes allowed to the user.
New instructions could be added but none could be
changed.
This proved relatively easyto do becauseof the elegant structure of the HP 3000.Since a user is unaware
of where in memory his program is executing it was a
simple matter to add memory beyond the 64K words
normally addressableby 16 bits. This was done by
dividing main memory into four banks of up to
64K words each. Bach memory location can be
uniquely specified by a bank number and its address
within that bank. So long as no code or data segment
can crossbank boundaries,all addresseswithin each
segmentcan be calculatedin the normal way using as
a base only the 16-bit addresswithin the bank; after
this calculation (and bounds check)the bank number
is appended to the left of the addressto provide the
unique addressof the required location. This extended address is used to select the location within the
correct memory module. Since the user cannot
modify the data or code baseregistersit was possible

to extend these registers beyond 16 bits. The bank
structure guaranteesthat for any legal addresscalculation there will never be any overflow out of the 1G
low-order bits, so the user need not even know about
the excessbits. The only instructions that cannot use
this mechanism to accessmemory are certain privileged instructions that do absoluteaddressing.Since
this accessmethod is so consistentwith the existing
instruction set all user code remains valid. Only the
operating system had to be modified since it is the
only code that is aware of the existenceof the larger
memory and the bank number.
A set of new privileged instructions were added to
allow MPE to accessabsolute memory beyond the
previous 64K word limit. It was also necessaryto
change the existing privileged instructions that deal
with registersinaccessibleto the user. Furthermore,
the operating systemhas another privileged mode of
operation in which it is allowed to switch the DB register to point to somedata segmentother than the currently executing stack; for complete generality it is
necessaryto allow the stack and the extra data segment to reside in different banks.Three new bank registers in the CPU make it possible for the HP 3000
Series II to support any addressing mode, user or
privileged, and at the sametime allow any segmentto
be in any bank. The three bank registersare designated DB bank, stack bank, and PB bank (seeFig. 3).
A further constraint on the design of the extended
memory HP 3000 was that as little peripheral hardware be changedas possible.To meet this objective it
was desirableto be able to use all existing inpuUoutput interfaces.This also simplifies and reduces the
cost of upgrading existing installations. However, it
is essentialthat I/O be possibleto or from any areain
memory-if for no other reasonthan that the memory
management system must be able to transfer segments between virtual and real memorv. There are
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Ftg.3. Moditied register structure of the HP 3000 Serles //.
Memory is divided into four banks of up to 64K words each.
Three bank registers (shown at top) allow code and data
segrnenls in different banks to be used simultaneously.

three hardware modules on the HP 3000 that are involved with I/O to and from memory, and only these
(the I/O processor,multiplexer channel and selector
channel) had to be modified to allow accessto the expandedmemory.Onceagain,changesare minimized
by ensuring that no segmentscan crossbank boundaries. Since all I/O transfers take place on a segment
basis,it is only necessaryto set up the correct bank at
the beginning of the transfer and then request the
transfer to take place in the normal manner. A new
"set bank" instruction preceding the standard channel programs permits the standard device controllers
to accessthe extendedmemory. This instruction is interpreted within the channel where the bank number
is storedand is appendedto the memory addressof all
transfers for that device.
SoftwareMemoryManagement
MPE divides main memory into two areas. The
first, fixed memory, contains only the tablesand code
that the operating systemrequires to be memory resident. These include the interrupt handlers, the
memory manager,and the scheduler. The remainder
of memory is designatedlinked memory, and contains all other code and data. User and operating
system segments are brought into this area by the
memory manageras they are required. The architecture allows most of the operating system, including
the file system,the command interpreter,the spooler,
and even much of the I/O system,to be sharedby all
userswithout being memory resident.In fact, only 8%
of MPE code is required to be in fixed memory, and
the total size of fixed memory on the SeriesII can be as
low as 25K words. This is only a little larger than on
previousHP 3000systems,so the expansionof linked
memory on the SeriesII is far greaterthan the fourfold
expansion of real memory. Measurementshave verified that the overall performance of the system in a
multiprogramming environment is determined by
how well linked memory is used.
The greatly enlarged linked memory presents an
opportunity for the operating system to do a much
betterjob at keeping the "right" segmentsin memory.
Basically the memory manager'sjob is to attempt to
maximize the probability that a segment will be in
real memory when it is needed by a process.A processis the basicexecutableentity; it consistsof a stack
data segment (see Fig. 3) that contains the data
local to that process,at leastone code segment(possibly sharedwith other processes),and possibly some
extra data segments.Note that the "user" described
earlier is really just an instance of a process,and in
fact the subsystemsand even parts of the operating
system itself are other instances of processes.Each
processis essentially independent of every other.
The dispatcher is the module of MPE that sched-

ules processesfor execution. Each process has a
dynamically changing priority number, and the dispatcher keepsa list of active processes(thoserequesting execution) ordered by priority. This is called the
ready list. The dispatcher manipulates the priority
number so a process gets service appropriate to its
creation parameters.The basic scheduling algorithm
is to attempt to run the highest-priority active process.If that processis not in memory the dispatcher
requeststhe memory managerto make enough of that
process'ssegmentspresentin memory to allow it to
continue.
As a processruns it may require another code or
data segment. If the segment is not present in main
memory the hardwaretraps out (a segmenttrap is said
to have occurred) to the memory manager, which
schedules a request to bring in that segment before
that processis allowed to continue. While waiting for
the completion of that transfer some other processin
memory may be run. It is clear that a processwill run
best when all the segmentsit referencesare in main
memory. However, all the segmentsfor all the processeswill not fit in main memory, and this extravagance is unnecessaryanyway because most of the
code in any program is executed infrequently. This
is the well documentedconcept of locality.2'3
Thus it is more efficient for the memory managerto
bring in segments as they are required on an exception basis.
If the memory managercan ensurethat the process
has enough segmentsin main memory so that it segment faults infrequently then the processwill run efficiently and the overheadfor virtual memory will be
low. This gives rise to the concept of a working set,
which is the set of segmentsrequired to be in memory
for a processto run well. The problem is to determine
what that working set is for each process.Very often
even the programmer cannot guesswhat it is likely to
be becauseit changesdynamically during execution.
MPE uses a "segment trap frequency" algorithm to
determine which segmentsbelong to each process's
working set. This algorithm is highly efficient.a A
working set list is maintained for each process and
the size of this working set is expandedor contracted
in an attempt to arrive at a constantinterfault time for
each process. This is in effect a negative feedback
control mechanism.MPE keepstrack of the interfault
time very accurately on a per-processbasis with the
help of a special process timer built into the CPU.
When a processimplicitly requestsan extra segment
the memory manager will bring that segment into
main memory after it has found spacefor it. At this
time an important decision must be made: should
this processhave its working set expandedto include
ihis segmentor should one of its older segmentsbe removed from its working set?This decision is basedon

the CPU time used by that processsince the previous
segmenttrap.The decisionis importantbecauseif the
working set is expanded too much this processwill
tend to control more than its share of main memory,
thus degrading the performance of other processes.
On the other hand, if the working set is too small the
processitself will run inefficiently even though it has
little effect on any other processes.We use a time
between segment faults of 100 ms to assureboth efficiency within each process and overall system
efficiency.
When segmentsare to be removed from the working set they are merely delinked from the list associated with that processand linked onto a single system-wide overlay selection list. Although this list
will be used later to find segrnentsto be overlayed,at
this point the segmentsremain in main memory. For a
data segment an anticipatory write operation is initiated to update the virtual memory image of that
segment.If there is more main memory on the system
than is required to support all working setsof currently active processes,it is especially advantageousto
leave the segmentsin main memory at this point. For
example,if only one processis active it is conceivable
that all the segmentsit has ever referencedwill actually be in main memory (becauseno other process
has requestedany memory) even though only a small
percentageof them will be in its working set. In this
way a processcan use main merrlory far in excessof
its working set, but only to the extent that there is
extra unused memory available at that time.
Another important memory manager decision is
which segmentsto remove from main memory (i.e.,
overlay) when space is required to satisfy a new request for a segment.The memory managerlooks for a
segmentto overlay if no free areaof the required size
is found by searching the list of free areas.If there
are any segmentson the overlay selection list these
will be overlayed one at a time until a spacehas been
created that is large enough to satisfy the request.
Overlaying a segment involves ensuring that the
segment has been copied back to virtual memory if
necessary,releasing the space it occupied in main
memory, and coallescingthe free spacecreatedwith
any adjacent free spaces that might exist. Special
dummy links are provided at bank boundaries to
appearbusy to the memory manager,so that free areas
will never be able to span banks; it is this simple
mechanismthat ensuresthat any segmentwill always
be wholly contained within a bank. If another free
area is found to be separatedfrom the newly created
one by one small movable segmentthen that segment
will be physically moved in main memory to allow
for combination of the two free areas.If the overlay
selection list becomes exhausted before a large
enough free space is found the memory manager
6

must turn elsewhere for help in predicting which
segmentsin main memory will not be used in the
near future. At this point it is known that all segments in memory are actually required by some processfor it to run well. The memory managernow has
no choice but to remove one of the processesfrom
main memory temporarily. A communication mechanismhas beenset up with the dispatcherto assist
in predicting which processis least likely to run in
the near future.
When the dispatcherputs a processto sleepit decides,knowing the reasonfor suspensionof the process,whether that processis likely to wait for a long
period before reactivation. If a long wait is likely, the
dispatcherlinks that processto the end of a list called
the discard list. The memory manager knows that a
processon this list is taking up main memory but is
unlikely to need it soon. Processesare discardedby
selectingthem from this list one at a time and overlaying each segmentin their working sets starting with
the least recently used. This procedure is carried out
until enough spacehas been releasedto satisfythe request on which the memory manager is working, If
the discard list is exhaustedbefore enough space is
found the memory managercan, as a last resort, scan
the dispatcher'sready list and discard processesstarting with the one having the lowest priority. In this
way working sets of the processeshighest on the
ready list will remain in memory; theseare precisely
the processesthe dispatcher will schedule next, and
thus the memory manageris actually using someforeknowledge of the near future to assist in its predictions. Of coursethis knowledge is not perfect in an interrupt-driven system like the HP 3000, where processescan be moved onto the ready list at any time.
The best that can possibly be achievedin predicting
the future is to maximize the probability of being correct, using information from the recent past.sPerformance measurementsof the system under a typical
load show that the strategy used is indeed efficient.
The cost of having memory managed completely by
the operating system varies, depending on the
amount of real memory available, from less than
5% of the CPU time on the larger configuration to
abott 1.2o/o
of the CPU time on the smallest svstem.
Other Changes
Since the availability of Schottky TTL had improved and the CPU had to be changed anyway the
microprocessorwas redesignedfor increasedspeed.
This was achievedby speedingup accessto memory
operands,and by modifying the pipelinel'6 to minimize time spent waiting for the pipeline to empty
when a microcodejump occurs.This changedid not
affect the normal (unbranched)operation of the pipe
and so the microprocessorstill takesadvantageof the

inherent parallelismof the pipe, In addition, a deci
mal arithmetic circuit was added to the microprocessor to assist in the execution of the new decimal instructions that were added.The overall effect of these
changes and the faster memory is to increase the
averagenumber of instructions executed per second
by 50%.
As a result of extensiveperformancemeasurements
on the previous system a number of new privileged
instructions were added to assist the operating
systemin improving its efficiency. This includes a set
of instructions for moving data between data segments without having to alter any of the registers.
There are also instructions for manipulating system
tables while eliminating the multiple memory referencespreviously performed explicitly by the software.
Another class of new instructions that has had a
major effect on the overall performanceof the SeriesII
consists of process handling instructions added to
facilitate the conhol of processswitching. These include instructionsto disable,enable,and invokethe dispatcher. One instruction, xIT, now performs all the
functions previously performedby the most common
path through the dispatcher. After an interrupt has
been processedit is necessaryto dispatcha process.
Previously the dispatcher had to be invoked to do
this. On the SeriesII the interrupt handler need only
execute the xIr instruction to redispatch the interrupted process.If the interrupt was important enough
(e.g.,a higher-priorityprocessbecomesactive)a DISI
instruction is issued prior to the xtr; this invokes the
dispatcherto decidewhich processto run next.These
instructions, combined with a redesign of the dispatcherand its schedulingmechanism,haveresulted
in a dramatic reduction in the time required to switch
processes.A full dispatch, consisting of terminating
one process, invoking the dispatcher, updating the
CPU time used for that process,determining which
process to run next, setting up the environment for
that process,and finally launching it takeslessthan a
millisecond.
Further reductions in operating system overhead
have been achieved by a redesign of the software in-

puUoutput system. The changesminimize the number of process switches required to perform an I/O
operation in addition to optimizing the code itself.
The result is an extremely efficient I/O structure requiring little CPU processing for I/O transfers. The
most apparent effect of this improvement is that it is
now possible to run spoolers at higher priority than
users.This meansthat the SeriesII can continuously
spool output to the fastestline printer with no noticeable impact on the performanceof the system.In addition, character interrupts from asynchronous terminals can now be processedthree times faster than
before.which increasesthe number of terminals that
can be supported by the system.
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An All-SemiconductorMemorywith Fault
Detection,Correction,and Logging
by Elio A. Toschi and Tak Watanabe

l'l ESIGN OBIECTIVESFOR THE HP 3000 SeriesII
l-J memory systemincluded high speed,low cost,
small size,high reliability, and low maintenance.The
speed, size, and cost goals were met by using a
4096-bit N-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor
random accessmemory, commonly called a 4K MOS
RAM, asthe fundamental building block. Fault detection, correction, and logging were added to further
improve reliability and reduce maintenancerequirements.
MemoryOrganization
Memory subsystemsin HP 3000 SeriesII Computer
Systems are independently functioning modules.
There are one or two memory modules per computer
system.Each memory module consistsof three types
of printed circuit boards:
r one memory control and logging board (MCL)
r one fault correction array (FCA)
r one to four semiconductor memory arrays (SMA).
The MCL contains bus interface logic, data and addressregisters,timing and refreshlogic, and fault correction and logging logic. The FCA contains Hamming code generators,addressand data drivers, and
four 32K-wordx+-bit MOS RAM arrays. The four
arrays on the FCA supply most of the additional bits
per word necessaryfor fault correction. The SMA
contains a 32K-wordxrz-bit MOS RAM array, and
addressand data drivers. The FCA and the SMA togetherform the 21-bit memory words. Eachword consists of 16 data bits and five check bits.

The memory module is expandable in 32K-word
increments.There can be up to four SMA boards per
module and up to eight SMA boards per computer
system. Along with the two memory modules, the
memory system contains a fault logging interface
(FLI) board that interfaces the logging logic on the
two MCL boards to the I/O system.
Why SemiconductorMemory?
Severalaspectsof the +K MOS RAM make it attractive for main memory. Among thesearelow cost,high
speed,high density, and good long-term reliability.
Cost. Core has been used in computers for some 20
years and breakthroughs in cost seem unlikely.
The ratio of the cosUbitof core to that of semiconductor RAM is approximately 3 to 1 today.l Since 4K
RAM manufacturersare still on the steep part of the
learning curve this ratio should continue to increase.
Also, many of the necessary overhead circuits
(drivers, decoders,timing) are incorporated within
the 4K RAM, so fewer external overheadcircuits are
needed. Reduced external circuitry means reduced
manufacturing costs and ultimately cost savings to
the user. SeriesII memory costs less than one-third
of the core memory previously used in the HP 3000.
Performance. In the Series II, an overall 30% improvement was achieved in memory system access
and cycle time over the previous HP 3000 core memory (access300ns vs. 525ns, cycle 700ns vs. 1050ns).
These speed improvements include the overhead
time necessaryfor fault detection and correction.
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Fig. 1. 736 1B-pin4K BAMson each HP 3000 Seriesll memory board provide 32,768 17-btt words of semiconductor
mefircry capacity, four times the capacity of the same-size
board with core memoty. Serres// memory is 50"/"faster and
/ess than onelhird as cost/y as the older core memory.

Fig.2. 4K RAMs follow the well-known reliability life curve.
Error correction reduces the effects of memory failures on
system pertormance in all regions of the curve.

High density. Using the same printed circuit board
format asthe corememory (seeFig. 1),the board word
capacity was increasedby a factor of four using 4K
RAMs. The result is a substantially higher-capacity
memory in basically the same volume as the older
core memory.
Reliability. The goal was to make the new memory
subsystemsignificantly more reliable than the older
HP 3000 core memory. This was achieved in several
ways. First, by taking advantageof the fact that much
of the overheadlogic is incorporated in the 4K RAM
and by using MSI (medium scale integration) Iogic
wherever possible, the parts count was greatly reduced. The 256K-word semiconductor memory including error correction requires approximately 25o/o
fewer components than the 64K-word HP 3000 core
memory. Second,enor correction logic was added to
maximize and stabilize 4K RAM reliability.
4K RAMs follow the well known reliability life
curve (seeFig. 2). In the early stagesof their life there
is a high-failure.rate region known as infant mortality.
Accelerated aging (at high temperature) and stringent
testing are used to weed out most of the failures and
weak 4K RAMs in this region before shipment of the
computer. But it still takes time to reach the random
failure region where failure rates are very low and
stable. Error correction minimizes system crashes
causedby memory failures in the infant mortality region. Once past the infant mortality region (1000 to
1500hours),memory with errorcorrectionshouldbecome extremely stable,since the random failure region
is estimated to Iast from tens to hundreds of years.2
Volatility. One undesirable aspect of semiconductor
memory is volatility, that is, unless power is continuously applied to the 4K RAMs, stored data is lost.
In the SeriesII, critical voltages to the 4K RAMs are
backed up with a battery. When ac power is lost the
sensors in the power supplies force the computer
into a power-fail routine. Upon completion of the
power-fail routine the memory goes into a protected
mode and all critical voltagesare switched to battery
power. When ac power is restoredthe computer automatically restarts and the battery is switched to a
rapid recharge mode, returning to 90% of full capacity within 1% hours.

How Error CorrectionWorks
Ertor correction requires that redundant information be added to the data word. The minimum number of additional bits required for single-error correction is governed by the equation:
2 K> m * K + 1
where m : number of data bits. and K : number of
Hamming parity bits or check bits.3Solving the equation for K where m : 16, a minimum of five check

bits are neededfor single error correction when there
are 16 data bits.
In the SeriesII, when a word is written into main
memory, five additional bits called the check bit
field are added to the word. Thesefive check bits are
derived from a parity generator called a Hamming
generator,which constructs the check bit field from
selectedfields of the word. Checkbit field generation
is shown in Fig. 3.
Check bit field generationtakes place in three different boards: MCL, FCA, and the accessedSMA
board. The data path is shown in Fig. 4. As the data
is written into the RAMs of the SMA board it is also
presented to the FCA board where the Hamming
generator calculates the check bit field. Four of the
check bits are stored on the FCA board. The remaining bit is stored on the SMA board.
When a word is read from memory the data and
the check bit field are used to compute an error code.
If the error code is 0's then there are no detectable
errors in the 21-bit word. If the five bits of error code
are other than zerosan error exists,and the error code
uniquely pinpoints the bit in error (seeFig. 5).
The error code is stored and decoded on the MCL

Write
Check Bit
Field

Data Bits
1

5t6 7

3

0 1

1 0

I

I 1 0 t 1 t2t1 r 4 h 5Al l B l c l D
1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1

Read

1

3

0 0 0 1 1

6 7 8 I It
1
1 0 1 I

r Even Parity

Error
Code

Check Bit
Field

Data Bits
1 0

A
1 1

E

. Odd Parity

Fig. 3. For error correction, five redundant bits, the check
bit field, are added to each 16-bit data word when it is written
into memory. Thefive check bitsare generated as even or odd
parity bits for various data fields. For example, in the word
shown, there are three data ones in bits 0-7 and even parity
(an even number of ones) is requied, so check bit A is a oneCheck bit B is a one because there are four ones rn blts 0-3
and B-11 and odd parity is requied. When the word is read
from memory an error code ls calculated. lf it is other than
all zeros an error has occurred. Here data bit 7 has been read
incorrectly.

board.If the code points to a databit, that databit is
complementedby an EXcLUSTE
oR gate, thus changing its sense.
An example is shown in Fig. 3 of how error correction works. For the data word shown, the check
bit field is 11100.The check bit field is storedalong
with the data at the sameaddress.As that location is
read,the data and check bit field are used to compute
an error code of 10001.In this casebit 7 was stored
as a 0, but read out as a 1. By decoding 10001using
Fig. 5 we see that data bit 7 is in error and should
be complemented.
Detecting and correcting errors does not increase
the accesstime or the cvcle time of the memorv svstem,
Error Logging
When an error is detectedduring a read cycle, a one
is written in the logging RAM at the addressderived
from the error code concatenatedwith the five most
significant bits of the main memory address. The
1024locationsof the logging RAM haveunique physical significance.All single-bit failures can be traced

down to a board, a 4K RAM row, and a bit, All other
failures can be traced to a board or boards and a 4K
RAM row. Fig. 5 is a map of the logging RAM showing the result of detecting the error described above
with the example carried a step farther to include
addressinformation and bit location.
The logging RAM consistsof one 1o24x1-bit chip
on the MCL board.It provides enough locationsfor all
the memory associatedwith one MCL (128Kwords).
Error logging is accomplished simultaneously with
the normal memory cycle operation and requires no
additional time.
Under MPE (the Multiprogramming Executive
operating system),the HP 3000 SeriesII I/O system
may interrogatethe lower logging RAM (for the lower
128K words of memory) or the upper logging RAM
(for the upper 128Kwords of memory),The loggedinformationis copied into anotherIO24 x 1 RAM used
for temporarystorage.Any 1's in this RAM act aserror
flags. If a flag is detectedthe RAM address(fault data)
is read by MPE. The fault data is tabulated and is
printed out as the Error Correcting Memory Log

Br,Ao- Ar

16 Bltsx32Kx4Boards

Br, Ao - Ag

*
-

*

Reacl Palh
Logging RAll Address
Address Path
Wrlte Path

Flg.4. Check bittield generationtakesplace in threememory-moduleboards:MCL, FCA, and
the accessed SMA board. The Hamming generatoron the FCA board does the calculations.
Four check bits are storedon the FCA board and one on the SMA.
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is sensitiveto a particular data pattern,it will fail only
when that pattern is presentin the RAM. That particular pattern may be very difficult to reproduce.This is
why one of the most difficult tasksin semiconductor
memory design is devising effective diagnostics.
With error detection and logging, diagnostics
becomeinherent in the memory design. When a failure occurs during normal operation it is automatically logged. This does not mean that memory diagnostics are no longer necessary,but that single soft
failures are no longer a critical failure mode. Also,
soft single-bit failures do not reduce the effectiveness
of error correction to the same degree that hard
failures do.
Multiple-cell failures within a 4K RAM are potentially most hazardous to the effectivenessof error
correction.The least desirablemultiple-cell failure
is a totally "dead" 4K RAM. Fortunately,this type of
failure occursvery infrequently and is easily detected
and repaired.

l2ax Word.
y Bdd!

Fig. 5. Ihe error code pinpointsthe bit in errorfor allsinglebit errors, as shown at left. Ail single-bit errors are corrected
automaticallyand logged in a 1024-bitRAM, as shown here
for the example of Fig.3.

Analysis (Fig. 6).
The faultlogging RAMs are interrogatedperiodically (about once per hour). Very little CPU time is
used.
Typesof RAM Failures
The effectivenessof the error correction logic depends on the failure modesof the 4K MOS RAM. Error
correction is most effective if all errors are single-bit
failures with no addresssensitivity (that is, minimum
multiple-bit failures). Data gathered by RAM manufacturersand by Hewlett-Packardindicate that a large
majority, approximately 75% to 80%, of 4K RAM failures are single-bit.a
There are two types of single-bit failures. The first
is a hard failure, in which a memory cell is "dead".
Although this type of failure is a potential problem for
error correction becauseit fails every time it is addressedand increasesthe probability of a double-bit
failure, it is easily located and removed. The other
type of single-bit failure, the soft failure, is far more
difficult to locate. These failures tend to be nonrepeatableor occur very infrequently. Soft failures are
causedby chip susceptibility to noise, voltage and
temperaturevariations, data patterns, timing, and
read/write sequencing.For example, if a 4K RAM
11

Reliabilitylmprovementwith Error Correction
The reliability of a semiconductormemory subsystem is typically a direct function of the number of 4K
RAMs in that subsystem.Hence as the memory size
increases,memory reliability can become the limiting factor on the overall computer systemreliability.
Also, the reliability of 4K RAMs varies from maker to
maker and even between lots from a given manufacturer becauseof processand circuit changes.Ideally,
one would like to design a memory subsystemthat
has a reliability independent of memory size and 4K
RAM reliability. Error correction does much to
achievethis goal.
The following definitions are necessaryfor a quantitative discussion of reliability.
r Failure rate (),) is the average percentage of all
devicesthat canbe expectedto fail per unit of time.
Failure rates are usually expressedin percent per
thousand hours. Semiconductordevices exhibit
changing failure rates with time, so a time frame
is usually specified along with a failure rate.
r Mean time between failures (MTBF) is the reciprocal of failure rate.
r Mean time to repair (MTTR) is the averagetime
required to fix a system once a failure is detected.
The effective failure rate of an error-corrected4K
RAM array is the rate of multiple-bit failures, since all
single-bit failures arecorrected.A multiple-bit failure
might consistof two 4K RAMs failing at the samesubsystem address. Totally dead +K RAMs contribute
most to increasing the multiple-bit failure rate while
single-bit failures contribute least.
Separatingthe failure ratesfor the 4K RAMs and for
the peripheral logic we have for the non-error-corrected memory:

trr+xRarra
* trn OClc: trvrCSyS
where trrnrn,q.u: failure rate of 4K RAMs in subsystem
In ocrc : failure rate of logic ICs in subsystem
trNrcsys: failure rate of total subsystemwithout error correction.
For the error-correctedmemory,
r"n"*r || l'Ec4KRAM+Isclosc*trrlocrc : trrcsys
where trncernnu : failure rate of error correction
path aK RAMs
trrclocrc : failure rate of error correction logic
ICs
trncsys: failure rate of total subsystemwith
error correction.
The error correction RAMs are redundant and can be
thought of as forming a parallel path with the data
RAMs. The 4K RAM has 4096 addresses.A singlebit failure is consideredto be a failure in any one of
those addresses.The multiple-bit failure rate is
dependent on the frequency with which one repairs
single-bitfailures (MTTR) and the number of cells that
fail in a 4K RAM when a failure occurs.Using statistical data gathered by aK RAM manufacturersand by
HP the multiple-bit failure rate in percent per 1000
hours is plotted againstMTTR (single-bit)for a 128Kword 4K RAM auay in Fig. 7. The parameterin these
curves is the basic failure rate, trnxnelr,of a single
4K RAM. For example,assumingthat detectedsinglebit failures can be repaired within one month, or 72O
: 0.1%per 1000
hours,MTTR (singlebit) : 72O.ff tr*cnar,a
hours, then from Fig. 7, \rnxnau ll lr"n"* 1a: trrcrnau
: O.77o/o11,O00
hours (or MTBF : 67 years) for a
128K-word array. This figure is much smaller than
trrrocrc * trnclocrc.Thatis:
trrclocrc * trrlocrc - trrCSyS.
Thus it can be seen that error correcting tends to
stabilize the memory subsystem and make it relatively independent of the 4K RAM failure rate.
The improvement of memory subsystemreliability
with error correctionis \365tr+),ecsys, By knowing
the ), for each part and the part count we can tabulate an improvement factor.

trexnau
0.05o/Jkhr
o2%lHrr

Memory Size
64K
128K 256K
Improvement
4
3
4
9.8
15
15

can exercise complete control. During the first few
thousand hours of operation the failure rate for the
4K RAMs is high, but it is possible to compensatefor
the higher rate by decreasingMTTR. Since the system
keeps track of all errors, error logging can work as a
feedback mechanism whereby fewer errors will require less maintenance or more errors require more
frequent maintenance. The result of constantly monitoring the system can be used to calculate the MTTR
required to achieve the desired low probability of
ever getting a multiple-bit failure. For example, using
a mature failure rate of 0.05%/1000 hours for the
4K RAM, as might be expected after a few thousand
hours of operation, and an MTTR of one month, Fig. 7
indicates a multiple-bit failure rate of o.o4o/olTooo
hours or an MTBF for multiple-bit failures of 285 years
for the RAMs of the memory subsystem.The rest of
the memory subsystem will have an MTBF determined by its IC logic.
Low Maintenance
Since fault correction essentially prevents a computer from failing even though a 4K RAM has failed,
memory maintenance can be postponed and performed at a normally scheduledtime or at a time that
is more convenient for the user. When memory maintenance and repair is necessarythe customer engineer, who services the computer, will find his task
much easier.
Since every fault that is detectedis logged and tabulated by the operating system,very accuratedata on
the failing devices is maintained. The customer engineer can use this data in severalways. First, without
running elaborate diagnostics, he immediately
knows all the detected failures that occurred in the
memory subsystemunder the user's operating environment. Second,he knows which 4K RAMs are potential troublemakers, since logging tells him how
many times each failure was logged. The failure
count is important becausenot every failure requires
replacementof a 4K RAM. For example, if a 4K RAM
fails only once in a month it probably would not have

EFROR CORR€CTINGI.TEf,ORY
LOG ANALYSIS
L O G G I N GS T A R T E O
F I R S T E F R O RL O G G E DL A S T E R R O RL O G G E D LAST LO6 UPDATE

Data gathered at HP and by IC manufacturers indicatesthat trn1qleuafter a few thousand hours of operaper 1000 hours, maktion is between0.05% and O.2o/o
ing the overall memory subsystembetween 3 and tS
times more reliable than a system without error
conection.
From Fig. 7, MT'IR directly affectsthe percent failure per 1000 hours. This is a parameterover which we
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Fig. 6. 3000 Series // Systems log all corrected errors. The
printed error log helps the customer engineer weed out
4K RAMs that fail too often.
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to be replaced, but if a unit fails, say, 10 times in a

month it probably should be replacedbecauseit will reduce the effectivenessof fault correction. Third, the log
tells the customerengineerexactly which 4K RAM to
replace(seeFig. 6), This eliminateshuman errorsin
interpreting the data. Fourth, after the customer engineerrepairs the memory by replacing any defective
4K RAMs, he leavesthe user with a more reliable system, that is, the reliability of the memory improves
becausethe weak RAMs are gradually being weeded
out of the system.Becausememory boardsarerepaired
on site, the user retainsa computer with known memory reliability insteadof a computer with an exchange
board of unknown age and unknown reliability.
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HP 3000 Series II Performance Measurement
by Clifford A. Jager
TheHP3000Seriesll hardware,
firmware
andsoftware
were
designedto provideincreasedperformance
and capabilities
overtheHP3000CXproductline.Measurements
of thesenew
performance
levelshavebeenconductedto confirmSeriesll
designobjectives
andto betterdefineSeriesll performance,
Of
course,
because
ofthegreatnumber
ofoperational
variables
in
theuseof a general-purpose
multiprogramming
computer
systemsuchas the HP3000Seriesll, the fullextentof its performancecapabilities
cannotbe definedprecisely,
Early Measurements
Preliminary
measurements
madea yearagoconfirmed
the
objectiveof increasing
the generalinstruction
set speedby
aboutone-third.
Theaverage
instruction
timeduringanSPL(HP
3000SystemProgramming
Language)
compilation
wentfrom
4.08microseconds
to 2.57microseconds.
Thismeantthatthe
Series
ll hadan increase
inthroughput
capacity
of 50%without
considering
themainperformance
enhancing
factor,
thatis,up
to fourtimestheamountof mainmemory.*
As Seriesll hardware
andsottware
becameincreasingly
reliable,measurements
weremadeinvolving
manyusersandvarious memorysizes.In single-subsystem
measurements
using
theCOBOL
compiler
andBASIC
interpreter
improvements
of as
muchas 10to 1 wereseenin throughput
andresponse
time.

magnetictape that is later processedby data reductionprograms.
TEPEcan simulateterminalsof variousspeeds by sending
delay messagesto the drivensystemto simulateuser typing
and imposeuserthinktime betweentransactions.
In the measurementsdescribed below all users, both batch jobs and interactive sessions,were administeredby TEPE.All were run
usingsimulated2400-baudterminals,Inputto the Seriesll was
delayed 0.3 seconds per characterto approximatetyping.
Inter-eventuser think time for jobs was a constant 1 second,
while sessionsused a randomthinktime exponentially
distributed from one to 94 secondswith a mean of 22 seconds.2All
job outputthatwouldnormallygo to a lineprinterwas directed
therevia a rrLecommand.
New Scripts
The COBOLand BASICscriptsused in the earlymeasurementswere usefulindicatorsbut wouldprobablynot be considered typical by a potentialuser.Thereforeseveralnew scripts
were devisedwith the aim that they addressa generalapplication area, be reasonable,and representwork loads that could
runon all standardSeriesll configurations
so as to differentiate
theircapabilities.3
Sincethesescriptswere designedto runon
all Seriesll configurations,
theydo not representthe maximum
workloadfor anySeriesll configuration.
No scriptwas contrived
or tuned and no programwas optimized.
Threescriptswereconstructed,
one for each of the following
user environments:

TEPE
The Teleprocessing
EventPerformance
Evaluator(TEPE)
Systemlwas usedto conducttheseearlymeasuremenls
ano
the othersdiscussedbelow.lt was developedat Hp's Data
Systems
Division
andconsists
of a program
thatrunson an Hp
2100Computer-based
system
andsimulates
up to 32terminal
users.
TEPE
andthedrivensystem,
inthiscasea 3000Series
ll,
are hard-wired
togetherand eachterminaluser'sactionsare
prescribed
by a script.All messages
thatpassbetween
TEpE
and the drivensystemare time-stamped
and recoroeoon

User
TotalNo,
Envrronment
Users
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-ltanarbitrary
amount
ofworkWiscompleted
in1/3lesstimeT andth€original
throughput
is
defined
astherateoldoing
work,
thenewthroughput
WT,then
isWT(1-'1/3)
which
is1y,W/T,
or a 50o/o
increase.
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Flg. 1. Relative throughput of HP 3000 Serles // models 7
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model 5 system with 129K-byte memory.
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Fig.2. Absolute throughput in one hour on a 512K-byte
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The scriptshad severalfeaturesin common.Eachwas a
usedseveral
Seriesll subsystems,
mixture
ofjobsandsessions,
andgenerated
spooledoutputto a lineprinter,Eachwasused
andabsolute
throughput.
response
timeandrelattve
tomeasure
In thesescripts,no user'sactivityever ceases;as a cycle
completesit startsagain.
Theconfigurations
testedwerethestandardmodels5, 7 and
9. No optional
or additional
equipment
wereused
configurations
Allmodexceptthatalloptionalmemorysizesweremeasured.
instruction
set (ElS)firmware,
Themodel5
els had extended
hadoneHP7905Adiscdriveandthemodels7 andt hadtwo
HP2888Adiscdrives,Memory
sizestestedwere128K,192K,
and256Kbyteson themodel5, 192Kand256Kbyteson the
model7,and320K,384K,448K,and512K bytesonthemodel9.
Deflnltlonof Termg
rqesponse
flrneisthetimefromtheinitiation
of a requestuntilthe
systemis readyto acceptthe nextrequest.In otherwords,it is
the timefromthe carriagereturnterminating
one requestuntil
thepromptbeginning
thenext.Response
timedoesnotinclude
userthinktimeor delaysto simulate
typing.lt does,however,
includethetimefor all responses
to a givenrequest.
Throughput
istherateof doingwork.Theunitsot workandtime
may be somewhat
In the earlyCOBOLmeasurements,
arbitrary,
the unitof workwas a compilation
andthe unitof timewasan
hour.Compilations,
in this case,werea usefulmeasureof
worksincetheyoccurredfrequently
withrespectto the duration
of the measurement
and they were homogenous
acrossall
users.Wheneventsbecomeinfrequent
or dissimilar
theyare
not quiteso usefulfor measuring
the throughput
of a system.
Therefore,
a commonunit of work,the processsecond,will
alsobe usedto describethroughput.
Process
timeis thattime
when any processoperateson behalfoJ an individualuser
whetherhe is doingcomputation
lt
or inpuVoutput
operations.
multidoes not includesystemoverheadfor administering
programming
or pausetimewhenno useris ableto run.The
sum of processsecondsallocated
to all usersin an elapsed
hourwillbe usedto describe
throughput.
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model9 for the commercial
for the
Fig, 1 is an attemptto describerelative
throughput
events.Resultsare
commercial
scriptusingseveraldissimilar
relativeto the numberof eventscomoletedin one houron a
model5 withminimum
memory.
The eventscompletedby the threeeditorsessionsremain
constantsincethey have high priority,requirelittleprocesthink{imebound,lt appearsthat
sor time,and are essentially
between384K and
COBOLand RPGmade no improvement
partof thenexteventcompletedis
448Kbytes,butthefractional
for COBOL,SORT,and
unknown.ln generalthe throughput
RPGis probablyoverstatedbecauseof even greatererrorin
partsof the base configuration,
Processtime (i.e.,
fractional
process
wayto combinethese
seconds)
then,is oneconvenient
with very little
activities
intoa singlerepresentation
dissimilar
completed
eventand
error.lt solvesthe problemof the partially
of unlikeevents.
thesumming
Resulte
for the threescriptsin
Figs.2, 3, and 4 showthroughput
memory.
Figs.5,
termsforthemodel9 with512K-byte
absolute
throughput
andresponse
timeforallthree
6,and7 showrelative
models.The precision
of the variousexperior repeatability
mentswascheckedat severalpoints.Throughputs
measured
by processsecondsagreedwithin1%whilemeanresponse
timesagreedwithin5%.
Theresults
forthethreescripts
that
arequitesimilar,
showing
relative
rangesfrom1 to3/zor4 withanaccompanythroughput
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Fig. 3. Abso/ute throughput in one hour on a 512K-byte
model 9 for the scientific script.
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increases.
An exceptionis that throughputand responsetime
favorthe model5 over the model 7 for equivalentmemorysizes.
Thisis becauseof theirdisc configurations,
Themodel7, which
is designedfor commercialusers of moderatesize, has six
times the disc storage space of the model 5, but slowerdisc
drives, access speed having been sacrificed for capacity.
Amongthe conclusionsthat may be drawnfrom theseexperimentsis that performanceof the Seriesll beginsapproximately
wherethatof the 30O0CXends and exceedsit by as much as an
order of magnitudein specralcases. In the generalcase a
nominalfigureof two to four or more times the performanceof
the 3000CXis potentially
availableon the Seriesll.
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Fig, 7. Relative throughput and response time for models
5,7, and 9 for the commercial scnpt. Responsetirne ls based
upon all events in three EDITORsesslons.
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